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ON V - G - ЮLIATIONS 

Robért A.Wolak 

In reoent years a lot of attention has been paid to the study 

of Riemannian foliations. A great deal is known about their 

characteristic classes, the geometry of leaves and the base-like 

oohonology. In this short note we would like to point out that 

V-G-foliations have many properties similar to the properties of 

Riemannian foliations. The given examples are going to show that 

they are net naturally in the study of certain geometrical objeots 

on manifolds. All the objects considered in this note are smooth 

i.e. of class rCO . 

1. Definitions and examples. 

Let T.T be a smooth manifold of dimension n, and N be a smooth 

manifold of dim^Ldion q^ru Let B(NfG) be a G-structure „on N, and 

V a G-oonneotion. By TG denote the groupoid of germs of local 

diffeomorphisms of N which ore both affine transformations of the 

oonneotion V and automorphisms of the G-structure B(NfG). 

Definition. A codimension q foliation F on the manifold M defined 

by a P^-Haefliger structure F is oalled a C-G-foliation modelled 

on B(NfG). 

Remark 1. Actually, a ^-G-foliation is given by the following 
oocycle {u.. tfi»gji] i where {uj forms a covering of M, f^U^—»N 
is a submersion for eaoh if g*.* are local diffeomorphisms, 
g :f (U.oUj. -->f,(U1nU.) which ere at the same time both affine 

transformations of the connection V and automorphisms of the G-

-struoture B(NfG). 

Remark 2. A codimension qf Riemannian foliation F is a17-0(q)-

-foliction for some 0(q) structure on a manifold N and the Riema

nnian oonneotion V of this structure (of# [6] ). 

Proposition 1, Let F be a F-G-foliation modelled on B(NfG). The 

normal bundle of the foliation F admits a G-reduotion and its 

Chern-Weil homomorphism annihilates Ir(G) for r>[q/2] . 

This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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Proof. Let (u. , f± , g^A be a oooyole defining the foliation F. 
The normal bundle N(F) restricted to U^ is the inverse image by 
f. of the tangent bundle TN i#e# N(F)|U, £ f*TN# Thus, on eaoh 
XL , N(F) admits a G-reduotion# Sinoe g ^ are automorphisms of 
B(N,G), the G-reduotions of N(F) glue together to give a global 
one# The oonneotions f^V are oonneotions in the oorresponing 
transverse G-struotures (of# [19] )iand sinoe gi1 are affine 
transformations of the oonneotion V , these connections glue to
gether and define a transversely projeotible G—oonnection. Its 
curvature form Si is transversely projeotible, thus S2T = 0 for 
r>J<i/2] , Henoe the Chern-Weil homomorphism annihilates Ir(G) for 
r>[q/2] # 

Example 1# Let F be a G-foliation modelled on B(NfG)# We shall 
(1) show that if the first prolongation gx ' of the Lie algebra g of 

the group G is trivial, then in many oases the foliation F is a 

^-G-foliation. 

Proposition 2. Let F be a G-foliation modelled on B(NfG) whose 

structure tensor vanishes and gx ' is trivial. Then F is aV-G-
-foliation for a torsionless oonneotion VM 

Ml Proof# Since s ' is trivial, a G-oonneotion is determined by its 
torsion (of# t9l )• Choose V to be the torsionless connection in 
B(^T,G)# Sinoe the image of a torsionless oonneotion by an auto
morphism is a torsionless connection, any automorphism of the G-
-struoture is an affine transformation of the connection V , thus 
the foliation F is a ^-G-foliation. 

The above proposition can be generalized in the following way. 

Proposition 3# Let F be a G-foliation modelled on B(NfG)# Assume 
that the spaoe Hom(RqARq,Rq) admits a subspace C such that 
itf(G)(C) * Cf where ̂  is the natural representation of the group 
GcGL(Rq) onto the vector space Hom(RqARq#Rq) $ and H'om(RqARq,Rq)*= 
- C © i m 3 f where d is the antisymmetrization 3: Hom(Rq,g) •—•> 
Horn (Rq/\Rq

fR
q)# If the first prolongation g*1' of the Lie algebra 

g is trivial, then the foliation F is a l7-G-foliation# 
Proof# According to [8,9] f in this case, there exists a oonneo
tion V which is left invariant by any automorphism of the G-
-structure B(NfG)# This means precisely that F is a ^-G-folia
tion. 

Proposition 3 oan be tised to furnish a muoh simpler proof of a re

sult due to G.Cairns (of#[3j)# 

Theorem 1# Let F be an oriented Riemannian foliation. If the folia-
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tion F admits an odd, q'-oodimensional extension F', then the base 
-like Euler class vanishes. 
Proof. The faot that the foliation F is a Riemannian foliation 
means that F admits a bundle-like metrio g. Let F' be the given 
extension of F i.e. (Ff F') is a flag structure. Let [(U^ V^)} be 
an adapted atlas to this flag structure such that ^ ( ^ J B Ii x li $ 
where I., 1^ denote n-q dimensional, q dimensional cube, respectively. 
For each i the bundle-like metrio g induces a metrio on I? such 
that the transition transformations era local isometries. But these 
transformations preserve the natural foliation F^ of 1^. Thus,they 
also map F ! into F1 . Hence the foliation F is a G == SC(q-q' )x 
S0(q' )-folir»tion. But the group G is semi-simple, so its natural 
representation on IIomtR^R^R^) is semi-simple. And, since B * 0, 
all the assumptions of Proposition 3 are satisfied. Therefore, the 
base-like Euler class of the foliation F is given by the image of 
the polynomial i*Pf € I(S0( q-q1) x::S0(q')) via the Chern-Weil homo-
morphism of the conr.ootion V , where Pf is the Pfaffion, i the 
natural inclusion, and V the connection of Proposition 3« Directly 
from the definition of Pf (of. [7] ) this olass vanishes. 

Example 2. A.Goetz devised a way of inducing G-oonneotions from c. 
given linear connection for some Lie croups G. Let H be a reductive 
subgroup of G. Then the Lie al^obra g of the group G can be de
composed into the direct sum £ - h © m, where h is the Lie al£9bra 
of H and Ad mem for any veH. There is one-to-one correspondence 
botv/ean the invariant projections of g onto h and the decomposi
tions g = h ® m • 

Let 3(11,11) be an H-reduction of a G-struoture BQ(N,G). Let w 
be a connection on B^ and i the inclusion of B into B • Then o o 
w'» pi*w is a connection on 3 (of. [10,11] ). 

Proposition 4. Let F be a V-O-foliation, U>a reductive subgroup 
of the group G. If the transition transformations gii are auto
morphisms of an H-structure, then F is a ^7-H-foliation. 
Proof. Let w be the G-oonneotion. Then w,as pi*w is an H-oonneo-
tion. One can easily oheok that the transition transformations 
g.. are affine transformations of the connection w1. 

We shall apply the above to the following (of.[24]). 
Let V « (V-.|«»|V ) be a set of smooth distributions of constant 

dimension, assume that the set V is olosed under intersections. 
The set of indices (l,..,r] is partially ordered by i^J iff 
i^cVj. Define \ » £ ^ v^ or 1± • 0 if i is minimal. Let nt « 
m dim V1/!Vi. The set V will be oalled an independent system of 
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distributions if V^*-..*^ = TN and n.>0 , JJ n. -» n - the dimen
sion of the ambient manifold. Let D. be a complementary distribu
tion to V^ in Vi# then V. -= ^TTI -->i« Such a system D of distribu
tions will be oalled a basis for V. Having a bssis D one oan de
fine a system of projectors p ^ pi: TN —J>D , p^ - pif Pj^P^O 
for i / 3. 

To relate Goetz's construction to our oase of a basis D consi
der the following operator. As n s Z n , , D defines an almost 
product structure and therefore a GLfn^.,. • ,n )-structure. Let pA 

be the projectors defined by the structure. Then for any linear 
oonneotion vr, the form w ' ^ S I p ^ considered on a GL(n^ ,..,n p)-
structure defines a GL(n,j,..,n ) connection, &s the projection 
2~; pi of gl(n) onto gl(n1,..,nr) is GL(n,-,«.fn )- invariant. There
fore in this oase we can apply Goetz's construction and as a 
corollary of Proposition 4 we obtain the followihg proposition: 

Proposition !?. Let V be an independent systam of distributions on 
a manifold N, F be c V-foliation (i.e. the transition transforma
tions gl1 preserve V) and l^-GL(q)-foliation. If the transition 
transformations g*. preserve a basis of V, then F is a V-V-folia
tion. 

3:canple 3. Degenerate Riemannian foliations. The theory of de
generate Riemannian structures differs a great deal from the Rie
mannian one. The most important difference, fotr our purpose, is 
that there exists no canonical metric connection for such a 
structure. Fortunately, V.Oproiu found a genoral fornula for con
nections in these structures (cf.[20]). Using this formula, after 
long and tedious computations one oan prove the following proposi
tion. 

Fropoiition 5. Let F be a ^-GL(q)-foliatjon and g be a degenerate 
iliempnnian metrid on a manifold N. Let F be defined by a cooyole 
fUi,:CifililJ 8U0il that hii a r e a^lne transformations of the con
nection X? and automorphisms of the degenerate Riemannian metrio 
g. Let there exist locally 1-forms w^ defining a distribution H 

ax K 

supplemnntary to kerg such that iV-j^ 8^* Than there exists a 
Regenerate metrio connection V suoh that the foliation F is a 
V-degenerate Riemannian foliation. 
Example 4. Let V be an almost-multifoliate structure on a mani
fold N. In [21] I.Vaisman proves the existenoe and uniqueness of 
a linear oonneotion on the manifold N given by the following oon-
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ditions: 

Let D be a basis of V defined by taking the orthogonal comple

ments of 1± to Vlf i) 7D icD 1; ii) VZB(X9Y) » 0 for any x/i^ZeD^ 

T (X,Y)"0 for XfY€D., where T is the D.-oomponent of the torsion 

tensor, g denotes a Riemcnnian metrio on the manifold N compatible 

with the alnost-multifoliate structure V; the basis D has been 

taken with respect to this metrio. 

This connection allows us to prove the following proposition. 

Proposition y. Let F be a Riemannian olmost-multifoliate folia

tion, i.e. the foliation F is defined by a oooycle {Ulff-1 iSj^} 

suoh that the local diffeomorphisms gi1 preserve an almost-multi-

foliate structure V and they are isometries of a Riemannian metrio 

compatible with the alrr.ost-multifoliate structure V# Then the 

Chorn-Woil homonorphisms of the normal bundle of the foliation F 

fnotorizes through I(0(q)nGy)rQ/p-j> where Gy is the structure 

^roup of the almost-multifoliate structure V. 

Proof. The local diffeomorphisms g,. are isometries of the Riema

nnian metrio, hence they preserve the distributions Di« Therefore 

they are affino transformations of the Vaisman connection V of 

the almost-multifoliate structure V. From the definition V is a 

connection in the 0(q)n G-v-reduction of the frame bundle of the 

manifold IT. Thus the folintion F is a \7- 0(q)n GY-foliation,whioh 

together with Proposition 1 yields the result. 

2. Seoondory characteristic classes. 

The theory of secondary characteristic classes of T'-G-folia-

tions is very similar to the corresponding one for Riemannian fo

liations developped by Lazarov-Pasternaok and contained in [15] • 

7/e shall consider a ^-G-foliation with the trivial normal bundle. 

The oharnoteristio classes considered will measure how much the 

foliation differs from a transversely parallelisable one. 

Lot G be a connected reductive Lie group. Then 1(G)' is iso

morphic to the polynomial algebra R[c-,..9o^] 9 where o^ are 

transgressions of a basis of the space of the primitive elements 

of the Lie algebra g. Let WGq =
 R[° 1 »•• i°r] [q/2]®A{

hj]5=1# T h e 

oohomology of this complex is equal to the cohomology of the 

oonplex U(J(>q/2)9 J(>0)) (of«[l6]). The homomorphisra A(w,ws) : 

WG T > A ( M ) is defined by a oonneotion w - the transversely 

pro^ootible oonneotion in the frame bundle of the foliation F 

induoed by the oonneotion V , and the flat oonneotion w„ defined 

by a trivialization S of the G-reduoed normal bundle. The homo-
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morphism A( w* wg) defines a morphism in oohomology denoted by 

Theorem 6.3 of [16] provides us with a basis of the spaoe 
H(WG ). We leave to the reader to restate this theorem for the 
complex WG . 

Let t be the transgression trH^BGjR) — > H* (G;R)f r>1. The 
mapping t is a horaomorphism of the additive structures, maps 
primitive elements into primitive elements and produots into 0. 
The definition and basio properties oan be found in[2]. A poly
nomial PeIr(G) can be considered as an element of the spaoe 
H r(BG,R), because of the Weil homomorphism (cf.C?]f[2])• We oan 
write explicitly a form tP on the group G which represents tP in 
cohomology 

tP - M / 2 ) ( r " 1 ) '{gjSfl)1 P{w,[w,w] , . . . [ w . w ] ), 

where w is the Meurer-Cartan form on the group G. 

Theorem 2. Let F be a ^-G-foliation and S -= [s,.,..,s 1 and 
s' = (si,.. ,s' } be two trivializations of the reduced G-normal 
bundle and s ' - 21 8i s1* 
Then 

i / A*(F,S)h., - A*(F,s')hj = g*to.j, 
i i / for P = o, . . . o , ® h, A . . .Ah. , where 2(i^ + ..+i_) < q, 

f
x1 1 p . J 1 J s n p 

j 0 * min{ j 1 f . . , j s j , 2( i 1 + . . .+ i p +J 0 )>q , 

A * ( F f s ) P - A * ( F , S ' ) P = X ( - i ) ^ 1 s * t o . . 

[A(F,S')o .o • 1 s Q s ( A ( F , S ' ) h +gVc I 
1 P k # * * 

The proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.2 of [15]. 

Proposition 8. Let (Ft#S.)f tei, be a differentiable family of 

V-G-foliations with trivial normal bundles. Then 

A*(F0,S0)P » A*(Ft,St)P for any t el, 

where the polynomial is of the form P » o^h., 2(1,-+...+i +J )>q+2. 
Proof. Sinoe all the reduoed normal bundles are isomorphic - the 
trivializations define these isomorphisms - we oan reduce the 
above problem to the oase of one trivial G-bundle and a differen
tiable. family of G-oonneotions. Therefore we oan apply results of 
[14]. We use them to show that the form «/9sA(Fg,Ss)P «9/3sA(Ws, 
w°)P is an exact one. The computations are long and tedious but 
straightforward, and we shall leave them to the reader. The impor-
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tant condition is that 2(i1+...+i + jQ) - 2 >q . 

Theorem 3« Let F be a given ^-G-foliationf Vt a differentiable 
family of G-oonneotions suoh that the foliation F is a F^-G-
foliation. Let St he a differentiable family of trivializations 
of the reduced normal bundle. Let w^ be the connection of the 
normal bundle induced by the connection ^.,and wg be the flat 
otaneotion induced by the trivielization S+* Then for any tel 

4*(wt,ws )P « ̂ ( w 0 , w s )P , 
t 0 

for P = o ^ such that i/ 2(i1+. ..+ip+3Q)> q+2, or ii/ J « (31) 
and 2 ( i 1 + . . . + i p + 3 1 ) > q + 1 . 
Proof. I f 2 ( i , .+ . .#+i +3 0 )> q+2, we obtain from Propos i t ion 7 what 

we want. I f J s ( j ^ ) , then A^fw.fWg ) does not depend on the 

t r i v i a l i z a t i o n . and the re fore we have only to oonsider A (w,.fWQ ) 
x b o 

and applying Theorem 4 of [14] as i n the proof of Proposi t ion 7 

we get t h a t Q/'dt A*(w tw s )P * 0 i f 2 ( i 1 + . . # + i +j ) > q * 1 f as 
o * ^ 

the form f. is locally the inverse image of a 1-form on the mani

fold Y.. 
Theorem 4. Lot G,K be two reductive connected Lie groups, G being 
a closed subgroup of the group H. Let F be a given q-codimensional 
foliation with trivial nornal bundle. Assume that the foliation F 
is a \Z-G-folit.tion for a differentiable family of connections 
yi of an H-struoture on a manifold N, and G-oonnections for some 

differentiable family of G-substructures of the H-structure. Let 
S. be a differentiable family of trivializations of the H-reduoed 
normal bundle being at the same time trivializations of the family 
of the G-reduotions of the normal bundle. Then, if I*:I(H) ~-s>I(G) 
is the hornor.iorphism induced by the inclusion i : G — > H 

A".VV P S ^ * ( V W S > » 
X 0 

for P e i m I * and of the form i , i i of Theorem 3 or P « o* h^ i r 
2(i.+i0)>q+1 and o, c, G im i*.

 1 2 

1 2 11 12 
3*roof. Sinoe the considered G-structures are reductions of a given 
H-structure and the homorcorphism A* is functorial in the struoture 
groups, the first part of the theorem is a oorollary of Theorem 3« 
The second part results from the following equality proved by 
S-S. Chern ana J.Simons (of.[4]). Let o « o^o.e I(H)f ^hen 
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A(w,w0)h = o± A A(w,w0)hj + dWQ - 0^ A A(w fw 0) hi+dW1, 

where W > W^ are some forms. Therefore applying the above equality 
and the first part of the proof we get the result. 

3. Normal bundles of order r and oharacteristio olasses. 
Let F - be a ^ -G-foliation modelled on B(N,G) and Y^ a P^G-

-foliation modelled on B(N,G). We say that the foliations FQ and 
F,. are affinely G-homotopio if on the manifold Mxl there exists 
a G-foliation F modelled on B(N;G) such that 

1) F is transversa-to Mx[t) for any tel, 
2) F|Tv1x{03 -= FQ , F|Kx{l} « F1 , 
3) F is defined by a cocycle [u, , f. f S^A such that if 

g.. (x,t) = ( g 1 . . ( x ) , t ) and p:NxI — > N is the natural projection, 
in the principal fibre bundle p*B(N,G) there exists a oonnection\7 
of which 1L, are affine transformations and ^7|Nx{0} = VQ and 
^7|NX{1}- V^ • 

One c m easily check that the characteristic olasses of a ̂ -G-
-foliation depend only on its affine G-honotopy class. 

Let F be a \7-G-foliation modelled on B(N,G), and Nr(F) be its 
normal bundle of order r (of. [22]). On J^fF) we have a V^-G^fo-
liation I of the same dimension as F such that on the zero sec
tion i of the bundle Nr(F) the foliation F* induces the foliation 
F. The inverse image of the ring of characteristic, olasses of the 
foliation T° by the mapping i is equal to the ring of characteris
tic classes of the foliation F (of. [22], Lemma 14). We say that 
a V^-G-foliation F modelled on B(N,G) and ^-G-foliotion F,. 
modelled on B(N,G) are affinely C-homotopio of order r if the 
lifted foliations F£ and F^ modelled on Br(N,Gr) are offinely Gr-
homotopio. Therefore the following theorem is true. 

Theorem 5. The characteristic olasses of ^-G-foliations depend 
only on affine G-homotopy classes of order r. 

Remark. Theorem 5 is a generalization of Cordero's result contained 
in [5] . 

4. Structure theorem for ^-G-foliations. 
Let F be a V^-G-foliction modelled on B(NfG). Let B(.MfF;G) be 

the transverse G-struoture and w the transversely projoctible oon-
neotion in B(M,F;G) induoed by V . On B(M,F;G) we have a oanonioal 
foliation FG of the same dimension as F given by 6 « 0, dfl

 a 0, 
where 6 is the fundamental form of the G-struoture B(MfF|G) (of. 
t18] t [19] )• Let k^ f i»1,..fk be a basis of the Lie algebra g * 
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*- Lie G. Then the vector fields A* i=1,..fk and B(e,)f j = 1,..fq 
form a trivialization of the normal bundle of the foliation Fa » 

, where A^ is the fundamental vertical veotor field defined by A* 
and B(e.) the horizontal vector field defined by0(B(e.)) -= 
« e.e R % One can easily check that because F is a ^-Ofoliation, 
these vector fields are locally pro*jectible and these projections 
are ^ust the veotor fields A* and B(e.) of the Ostructure B(N,G) 
with the connection S/ • Therefore the foliation F & is transversely 
paralleliseble. Hence we can define the transverse central sheaf 
C of the foliation F (of. [18] , [19] ). The sections of this sheaf 
are the lifts of transverse infinitesimal automorphisms of the 
transverse C-structure B(I.I,F;G) whioh are at the same time affine 
transformations of the connection w. Actually, let X be a section 
of the sheaf C# Then[xf A * ] * 0 and [X,B (e .)J * 0. This is equi
valent to the condition that Lx6 = 0 and Lxw = 0. This means 
exactly that X is a lift of a transverse vector field on K which 
is a transverse infinitesimal automorphism of B(MfF;G) and an 
infir-itesimal affine transformation of the connection w • Locally, 
these veotor fields are mil-backs of infinitesimal automorphisms 
of B(NfG) which are affine infinitesimal transformations of the 
connection V • 

Proposition 9. The transverse central sheaf C of a {7-G-foliation 
F is the sheaf of germs of lifts of transverse infinitesimal auto
morphisms of the transverse G-structure B(KfF;G) whioh are at the 
sane time infinitesimal affine transformations of the connection 
w.' 

Remark. Proposition 9 corresponds to Theorem 1 contained in [I7I 
proved by P.IvTolino for Rinnnnnien foliations. 

Definition. A ^7-G-fo] irtion F on M modelled on B(1T,G) is trans
versely complete if a transverse parallelism defined by the veotor 
fields A* , i « 1,.. ,k , B(eJ f J * 1,..fq is complete. 

Theorem 6. Let F be a transversely complete ^-G-foliation on the 
manifold 1.1. Then the closures of the leaves of the foliation FG 

form a locally trivial fibre bundle called the basio fibre bundle. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Molino's structure lemma 
(of .[18], [19]). 

Let p: B(M,F;G) — > W be the basio fibre bundle of the folia
tion F. Sinoe any central veotor field must commute with the pull 
-back of any veotor field on the manifold Wf it is tangent to the 
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fibre. Thus the transverse orhits of the transverse oentral sheaf C 
are the olosures of the leaves of the foliation F^. As for Rieman-
nian foliations (of. [18] f [19] ) for any leaf L of the foliation F^ , 
the foliation of T by leaves of the foliation F~ is a Lie folia
tion with dense leaves. 

Remark. On a oompaot manifold Mf for any oompaot Lie group Gf any 
^-G-foliation F is transversely oomplete* It is sof beoause the 

total space of the transverse G-struoture B(MfFjG) is oompaot. 

Let F be a ^-G-^foliation modelled on B(NfG) and defined by a 
oocyole {XL t fi 1 8 ^ ] • By imF we understand a subset Uimf., of 
the manifold N. 

Theorem 7# Let G be a oompaot Lie group and M be a oompaot mani
fold. Let F be a ^-G-foliation modelled on B(NfG). If a stalk of 
the sheaf B of germs of infinitesimal automorphisms of B(NfG), be
ing at the same time infinitesimal affine transformations of the 
oonneotion ^ i s trivial at some point of imFf then all the leaves 
of the foliation F are oompaot. 

Proof. The proof is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 1 of 
[17]. Let x be a point at which the stalk B x is trivial. Thus for 
any point m of f7 (-0 the stalk C is trivial, henoe the leaf of 
the foliation FQ through m is oompact; thus all the leaves of FQ 

are oompaot, so the leaves of the foliation F are compact. 

One of the reasons that Riemannian foliations on oompaot mani
folds have very nice topological and geometrical properties is 
that the lifted foliation to the transverse 0(q)-structure is 
transversely complete. This oan be proved beoause the group 0(q) 
is oompact and any Riemannian foliation is ^-G-foliation for the 
Riemannian oonneotion V . Very often we oan reduce the structure 
group of the normal bundle to some oompaot group (of. Theorem 1), 
but rather rarely the Riemannian oonneotion is a oonneotion of 
this reduced G-struoture. This is equivalent to vanishing of the 
struoture tensor of this reduoed transverse G-struoture. But for
tunately, we can show that any G-foliation, with G being a oompaot 
group, is a J7-G-foliation for some G-oonnection V • Therefore 
some theorems, for example, on base-like 0 oh ontology true for Rie
mannian foliations are true as well for suoh G-foliations. Thus, 
in many cases, we oan find easier w^ys of computing the base-like 
oohomology of Riemannian foliations with some additional trans
verse structure* 
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Proposition 10. Let F be a G-foliation modelled on B(N,G) for some 
oompaot Lie group G. Then F is a ^7-G-foliation for some oonneotionV 
in B(NfG). 
Proof* Since G is a compact group, the first prolongation of the Lie 
algebra g of the group G is trivial. Sinoe all finite dimensional 
representations of the group G are semi-simple, so is the natural 
representation on Hom(Rq/iRq,Rq)#* Therefore the assumptions of Pro
position 3 are fulfilled and F is a \7-G-foliation. 

Let F be a G-foliation with the group G bonnected and compact on 
a oorapact manifold M. Since the foliation Fn on the total space of 

la
the transverse G-structure B(M,F;G) is transversely parallelisable, 
using the same methods as in [1] we oan prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 9. Let G be a compact Lie group and F a G-foliation on a 
oompaot manifold M. Then the basio Lerey-Serre spectral sequence of 
the principal fibre bundle B(M,F,G) — > M has the seoond term 

EPQ s H
P(IJ/F) ® Hq(g) and is convergent to H*(B(MfF;G) ,F G). 

To complete this short note we would like to point out how the 
structure of the group of automorphisms of the model G-struoture in
fluences the behaviour of the leaves of a given C-foliation; for the 
proofs and more details see £23] • Let T be a pseudogroup of looal 
diffeomorphisms of the manirold N. We say that the pseudogroup T 
has the .property E^ , k any integer, if for any point x of the mani
fold N, the spaces {j^f ; t*VWm)} are equal for some sequence of 
open subsets U such that U - N and f\ U m = {xj . Let G be a closed 
subgroup of the linear group GL(q) of finite type k, let B(N,G) be 
a G-struoture on the manifold N. Let P be a pseudogroup of auto
morphisms of the Gf structure B(N,G) having the property E^ • Let F 
be a P -foliation on an n-manifold M in the sense of Haefliger (of. 
[12]). Then we have the following. 

Theorem 10. The lifted foliation F to the universal covering M of 
the manifold M is simple i.e. defined by a global submersion. 

Theorem 11. Assume that the manifold M is oompaot. The growth of 

the leaves of the foliation F is dominated by the growth of the fun

damental group TT-jW of the manifold M. 
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